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Abstract
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Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is a severe pulmonary inflammation affecting
thousands of patients every year in Sweden and has a mortality of 30-50%. Mechanical
ventilation (MV) is usually necessary, but could per se augment the inflammation and contribute
to mortality. MV strategies protective for the lung parenchyma have been developed but without
considering the pulmonary circulation or the right heart ventricle (RV) that also are affected
in ARDS. MV should ideally be optimized to protect both the lung parenchyma and the
RV/pulmonary vasculature. My hypothesis was that MV that prevents alveolar collapse and
overdistension, i.e., the “open lung approach (OLA)” would be optimal. The aims of this project
were 1) to carefully describe the pulmonary vascular mechanics (PVM) in ARDS compared
with healthy lungs, 2) to assess how different ventilatory methods influence PVM, and 3) to
propose a ventilatory method that protects both lung parenchyma and circulation.
In a porcine model, high fidelity pressure and flow sensors were applied directly on the main
pulmonary artery to evaluate steady and oscillatory components of PVM. In this way a complete
PVM description was obtained for normal and injured lungs at different MV. In particular, the
effects of OLA were compared with standard MV and, in addition, with MV methods where
overdistension or collapse were present.
Results: 1) Compared with collapse or overdistension, OLA provided better PVM. 2) The
effects on PVM of OLA and the standard protective MV were similar. 3) Early ARDS
augmented the effects of pulse wave reflection on PVM leading to a situation in which the
RV had to increase its work to maintain adequate blood flow. Thus, a part of this work was
wasted by the effect of wave reflections, making the RV/pulmonary vasculature inefficient. 4)
Tidal breathing affected PVM cyclically and this effect was enhanced in ARDS compared with
healthy lungs.
In conclusion, ARDS and different ventilatory methods, as well as tidal ventilation per
se, affected PVM. OLA improved PVM compared with other MV settings where significant
collapse and overdistension were allowed. However, OLA was not superior to standard
protective MV.
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respiratory system dynamic compliance
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driving pressure
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effective arterial elastance
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energy transmission ratio
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hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
ratio between inspiratory and expiratory time
inspired fraction of oxygen
functional residual capacity
mean systemic arterial pressure
mean airway pressure
mechanical ventilation
open lung approach
pulmonary artery
partial arterial pressure of carbon dioxide
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partial arterial pressure of oxygen
time to pressure backward wave foot
time to pressure backward wave peak
pressure backward wave
systolic area of pressure backward wave
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pulse pressure
plateau pressure
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pulmonary vascular resistance
pulmonary wedge pressure
flow forward wave
measured flow waveform
reflection index
reflection magnitude
respiratory rate
total resistance
right ventricle
arterial hemoglobin oxygen saturation
standard deviation
stress index
stroke volume
heart period
diastolic time
systolic time
diastolic time constant
volume controlled ventilation
fraction of Bohr’s dead space to tidal volume
ventilation-induced lung injury
tidal volume
impedance magnitude at zero frequency
impedance magnitude of the 1st harmonic
first impedance minimum
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Introduction

Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a severe form of acute respiratory failure caused by an underlying condition, such as sepsis, trauma or
pneumonia, producing inflamed, collapsed, small lungs, with deterioration of
gas exchange, mainly oxygenation deficits[1, 2]. It is an important cause of
morbidity and mortality in intensive care units[3, 4]. Major research efforts
have been implemented to understand the pathophysiology of this syndrome[5]. This has resulted in valuable findings regarding alveolar mechanic
characteristics[6], molecular pathways[7] and the role of protracted inflammation in the development of ARDS and the importance of adequate settings
for mechanical ventilation (MV)[8, 9]. Indeed, inappropriate ventilation has
been found to amplify the initial lung injury in ARDS, causing, so called,
“ventilation-induced lung injury (VILI)”[10].
As a result of these research efforts, lung protective strategies have been
developed in the last 20 years and, importantly, found to decrease mortality[9].
These lung protective strategies are focused on reducing alveolar strain and
stress while maintaining an acceptable gas exchange. The present recommendations are: low tidal volume (VT) (4–8ml/kg)[11], limited plateau pressure (≤
30 cmH2O), limited driving pressure (DP, the difference between plateau and
end expiratory pressure)[12] and the prone position[13]. As mentioned, these
measures aim mainly to protect the lung parenchyma, i.e., the acini (alveoli
and bronchioles).
However, in recent years, pulmonary vascular dysfunction and right ventricle (RV) failure have been found to negatively influence the outcome in
ARDS[14]. Therefore, the importance of protecting not only the lung parenchyma but also the pulmonary vasculature and the RV has been recently emphasized[15, 16]. As protective MV is the most effective strategy to reduce
mortality in ARDS, one could presume that this strategy also protects the RV.
However, this is largely unknown, mainly because interaction between the
respiratory and cardio-circulatory systems are very complex, particularly in
ARDS. Therefore, the aim of this project was to carefully investigate the pulmonary vascular mechanics (PVM) in a porcine ARDS model to determine
the best ventilatory strategy for the pulmonary circulation and the function of
the RV in this condition.
Thus, in this project, I investigated how MV in healthy lungs, in ARDS
with mainly lung collapse or ARDS with mainly lung overdistension affects
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PVM. In particular, I wanted to assess whether optimization of lung mechanics and gas exchange using the “open lung approach” (OLA) improved PVM
compared with a conventional lung protective strategy. In addition, applying
a complete hemodynamic evaluation with focus on pulse wave reflection phenomena and vascular efficiency, I studied the changes in pulmonary vascular
function induced by ARDS. Finally, I examined how PVM are affected during
tidal breathing in ARDS and in healthy lungs.

Right ventricle failure and pulmonary vascular function
during Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
Several factors may contribute to the development of RV failure and pulmonary vascular dysfunction in mechanically ventilated ARDS patients. ARDS
is indeed a condition with both epithelial, i.e., alveolar, and endothelial, vascular injuries such as obstruction of pulmonary capillaries by micro-clots[17,
18]. In addition, pulmonary capillaries can be obstructed from the interstitial
side due to collapsed pulmonary tissue[19], which is usually present in
ARDS[20, 21]. Another factor is vascular remodeling of the pulmonary circulation, mediated by hypoxia and hypercapnia[22, 23]. This leads to muscularization of normally non-muscular small and distal pulmonary arteries[24]. Yet
another factor is the direct effect induced in alveolar vessels by applying positive pressure ventilation. This effect is mediated by the transpulmonary pressure, i.e., the distending pressure of the lungs[25, 26].
In addition to the effects on RV, the hemodynamic consequences of MV in
ARDS patients involve the pulmonary and systemic circulatory systems.
There is a close relation between these two circulatory systems due to the mechanical consequences, the thoracic pressure and volume changes, and the resulting changes in alveolar gas concentrations, all of which affect hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV).
In positive pressure MV, the alveolar and intrathoracic pressures increase
during inspiration. The transmission of this positive pressure to the cardiac
chambers and pulmonary vasculature produces: 1) a decrease in right ventricular preload and an increase in right ventricular afterload, resulting in a decrease of the right ventricular stroke volume. 2) A decrease in left ventricular
afterload. 3) A variable effect on left ventricular preload which might be decreased as a result of a decrease in the RV stroke volume (SV); however, a
squeezing effect on the pulmonary vasculature could instead increase the left
ventricle preload[27, 28].
Changes in lung volume have different effects on the pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR) depending on the level of lung inflation: an increase in lung
volume until the functional residual capacity (FRC) is reached results in a decrease in PVR, but on the other hand, an increase in lung volume above FRC
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increases PVR. Thus, PVR changes in relation to lung volume follow a Ushaped curve. These changes are explained by the distribution of the pulmonary capillaries and vessels around the alveoli: alveolar capillaries, corner capillaries and extraalveolar vessels that dilate and constrict in intricate patterns
according to the inflation of the lung and, in addition, to the subsequent
changes in alveolar gas concentrations. Thus, the net result on the PVR is dependent on the effect of the dilatory/constrictory tone of predominantly affected vessels that in turn depends on the state of pulmonary inflation [19, 29].
Hence, the effects of the modification of hemodynamics by the ventilatory
modes are influenced by the factors described above and the specific condition
of the lungs, i.e., ARDS, collapse or overdistension, in addition to the cardiovascular status. In ARDS with altered pulmonary mechanical properties, ventilation/perfusion inhomogeneity, shunt, dead space and impaired HPV, these
effects are hard to predict. Moreover, some interventions that attempt to protect the lung parenchyma result in both positive and negative effects on pulmonary and systemic hemodynamics.

Lung protective strategies for the right ventricle
Recommendations from French groups regarding ventilation aimed at protecting the RV in ARDS include avoidance of alveolar and airway overdistension:
plateau pressure below 27–28 cmH2O, absence of intrinsic PEEP, normal
PaCO2, a ‘low’ PEEP, and routine use of prone positioning in severe
ARDS[25]. The rationale for this strategy is to avoid compression of pulmonary microvasculature by overdistended alveoli[26, 30] and the direct increase
in PVR by high pCO2[31], i.e., factors responsible for an increase in the RV
afterload. However, this objective might be achieved at the expense of atelectasis, shunt and low PAO2 zones, which potentially could instead provoke an
increase in RV afterload by increased HPV and by capillary collapse in the
atelectatic regions.
An alternative to this strategy is the open lung approach (OLA), which aims
to obtain a fully recruited lung. This is achieved by a recruitment maneuver,
i.e., short application of an inspiratory pressure high enough to open the collapsed alveoli followed by a PEEP high enough to prevent re-collapse of the
newly recruited alveoli. Thus, PEEP is set higher than the “collapse” pressures
of the majority of the alveoli (generally > 90% of total lung mass) in order to
maintain the recruited lung regions open. In addition, due to the improved lung
compliance, this strategy allows the use of low tidal volumes and limited plateau pressures (≤ 30 cmH2O). Thus, in contrast to the ARDSnet strategy, the
OLA strategy aims to decrease pulmonary atelectasis and intrapulmonary
shunt but accepts a small degree of alveolar overdistension[32, 33].
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The hemodynamic effects of the OLA have not been carefully studied. This
strategy has some potential benefits for pulmonary and systemic hemodynamics. Ideally, this strategy applied in ARDS would permit ventilation at the
highest lung compliance, the lowest airway resistance, the lowest alveolar
dead space and the lowest shunt possible as well as a high end-expiratory lung
volume[34, 35]. Thus, the OLA would allow a lower DP, to obtain the desired
tidal volume, resulting in less tidal capillary compression. In addition, both
the decrease in shunt and a better ventilation/perfusion ratio reduce HPV, resulting in lower PVR.
Comparing the hemodynamic effects of different ventilatory strategies represents a challenge. Clinical practice lacks reliable monitoring tools for early
detection of the development of RV failure. Therefore, in some situations, the
mechanisms responsible for hemodynamic deterioration are difficult to discern because of the complex interactions between the respiratory and circulatory systems. In this regard, two particularly important factors must be considered: First, to determine transmural pressures accurately, direct measurements of intravascular (or intra-ventricular/atrial) pressures must be corrected
to the extravascular pressures. Second, as human blood perfusion occurs in a
system of pulsated flow (not constant flow) in “elastic tubes”, the simple concept of linear resistance could be incorrect. Thus, this concept does not consider the changes produced by modifications in the pulsatile component of
hemodynamic, intravascular and extravascular pressures, circulating blood
volume or proximal and distal pressures.
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Aims

The overall aim of this project was to describe the pulmonary hemodynamics
and the effects of ventilatory settings in an experimental porcine model of
ARDS.
The specific aims for each of the studies were as follows:
I

To compare the effects on PVM of an optimal PEEP setting
with: a) a PEEP level causing collapse of lung regions. b) A
PEEP level causing alveolar overdistension.

II

To compare the effects on PVM of OLA with those induced by
a conventional lung-protective mechanical ventilation strategy.

III

To evaluate the effects of ARDS on PVM with special consideration of the effects of wave reflections phenomena on vascular efficiency.

IV

To evaluate the effects of ARDS on the tidal cyclic changes in
PVM that occur during breathing.
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Methods

Experimental Settings
Data were obtained from a two hit ARDS model in pigs (sus scrofa domesticus, Norwegian-Yorkshire breed) around 3 months old and weighing 30–35
kg. In these animals, a small left lateral thoracotomy was performed in order
to place an ultrasonic flow probe around the pulmonary artery (PA) trunk as
proximal to the RV as possible. A micro-tip pressure transducer was inserted
directly into the PA at the level of the ultrasonic probe. Thereafter, the thorax
was closed layer-by-layer. In addition, a Swan Ganz catheter was introduced
through one of the internal jugular veins. A maneuver aiming at lung volume
history homogenization was performed, and baseline measurements were obtained. Thereafter, the lungs were lavaged (30 ml/kg) until a PaO2/FIO2 < 200
mmHg at PEEP 8 cmH2O and FIO2 1.0 was reached, which was then followed
by 2 hours of injurious MV (PEEP 0 and inspiratory DP 35 cmH2O in PCV).
Once the model was established, ventilator settings were changed back to
baseline, and a new set of measurements was obtained (ARDS). Finally, the
animals were subjected to various MV settings according to study aims in Papers I and II, or only baseline and ARDS situations were evaluated as in Papers
III and IV.

Mechanical Ventilation
Baseline ventilator settings consisted of PEEP 8 cmH2O, VT 6 ml/kg, I:E 1:2,
FIO2 1 and respiratory rate (RR) adjusted to an end-tidal CO2 around 45
mmHg in volume-controlled ventilation (VCV).
Before starting baseline measurements, animals were subjected to a lung
volume history homogenization maneuver by changing to a PCV mode, with
PEEP 20 cmH2O, inspiratory DP 20 cmH2O, RR 20 bpm and I:E 1:1 for 30
seconds. Baseline measurements were obtained 15 min thereafter.

Experimental Lung conditions
In paper I, I studied the effects on PVM of three pre-defined PEEP levels representing hyperinflation, OLA and collapse, applied in a random order. To
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create these conditions, the PEEP level corresponding to the maximal respiratory system dynamic compliance (Cdyn) obtained during a decremental
PEEP trial after a lung recruitment maneuver was determined. Recruitment
was performed in PCV combining PEEP 35 cmH2O with an inspiratory DP of
15 cmH2O for 2 minutes. The decremental PEEP trial was performed in a
VCV mode under baseline ventilator settings but starting at a PEEP of 25
cmH2O. PEEP was then reduced in 2 cmH2O steps, each maintained for 2
minutes. In this context, the PEEP level slightly above the point of maximum
Cdyn represents the minimum value that prevents the end-expiratory collapse
of unstable alveoli and hence the most favorable balance between minimal
dependent lung collapse and non-dependent overdistension[34].
According to this PEEP level, the studied conditions were defined as:
Hyperinflation (HI): PEEP 6 cmH2O above, Open lung PEEP (OLA):
PEEP 2 cmH2O above and Collapse (COL): PEEP 6 cmH2O below.
All other MV settings were adjusted to baseline settings. Measurements
were performed after a 1-hour stabilization period.

Experimental lung-protective ventilation strategies
In paper II, animals were randomized to one of two lung-protective ventilation
strategies: ARDSnet or OLA.
In the ARDSnet group, no recruitment maneuvers were performed, and
PEEP was set according to the PEEP/FIO2 table described in the ARDSnet
study[11].
A 2-minute recruitment maneuver was performed in the OLA group consisting of PEEP 35 cmH2O with DP of 15 cmH2O in PCV. This was followed
by a decremental PEEP trial by reducing PEEP in 2 cmH2O steps from 25
cmH2O until the level resulting in maximum Cdyn was detected. Finally, a
new recruitment maneuver was performed, and PEEP was set 2 cmH2O above
the point of maximum Cdyn[36].
In both groups, the FIO2 was adjusted to maintain a SaO2 ≥ 88%, but never
below 0.4 (to minimize HPV effects). Tidal volume was the lowest volume
capable of keeping PaCO2 between 45–65 mmHg and plateau pressure < 30
cmH2O. The remaining MV settings were set as at baseline.
Measurements were made every hour during the following 4 hours of the
study. Modifications of MV settings were allowed according to the measurement results to keep SaO2, plateau pressure and PaCO2 at protocol levels. A
new arterial blood gas control was obtained 30 min before the next measurement to ensure the desired SaO2 and PaCO2 levels.
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Hemodynamic management
To avoid interference with the objective of this project, interventions to improve hemodynamics were minimized. Small intravenous boluses of normal
saline (5 ml/kg) were administered if mean systemic arterial pressure (MAP)
was < 60 mmHg in the study reported in paper I and < 55 mmHg in the study
reported in paper II. Norepinephrine infusion (initial dose 0.01μg/kg/min.)
was started if hypotension remained after two boluses and titrated to keep
MAP ≥ 60 mmHg or 55 mmHg according to the study protocol.

Evaluation of pulmonary vascular mechanics
One of the major strengths of this project was the in deep evaluation of PVM
using gold standard methods. For this, direct continuous flow and pressure
signals were evaluated by applying analytic techniques and waveform analysis
in the time and frequency domain. I focused not only on the steady component
of hemodynamics represented and most frequently described by PVR, but I
also evaluated the oscillatory component of hemodynamics. I was able to describe PVM using a three-element windkessel model that included PVR, arterial compliance and characteristic impedance. A particular phenomenon resulting from the nature of human circulation as wave reflections was also evaluated. The techniques, calculations and variables related to these evaluations
are described below.
Signals were acquired from the ultrasonic flow probe (COnfidence
Flowprobes, PAU series, Transonic, Ithaca, NY, USA) and the high fidelity
micro-tip pressure transducer (Mikro-Tip, SPR-340, Millar, Houston, TX,
USA) placed in the main PA. The flow probe was attached to a Perivascular
Flow Module (TS420, Transonic, Ithaca, NY, USA) and the pressure probe to
a PowerLab Data Acquisition System (PowerLab 16/35, Adinstruments, Dunedin, New Zealand). Both systems were connected to a MP-150 Biopac Data
Acquisition System (MP-150WSW, Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA, USA)
for simultaneous data acquisition together with ECG, and other physiological
signals. Signals were processed using the Acknowledge software (ACK100W,
Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta CA, USA) and LabChart 8 (Adinstruments,
Dunedin, New Zealand). The signal analysis for PVM variables calculation
was performed using customized routines programmed in Excel (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).
Continuous PA flow and pressure signals were acquired at a sampling rate
of 200 Hz and filtered using a 50Hz low-pass filter. Ten cardiac cycles acquired during an expiratory pause were ensemble-averaged using the ECG as
the fiduciary signal. The resulting mean cycle of each signal was used as representative of the studied condition (papers I, II and III). Flow and pressure
signals were aligned foot-to-foot and analyzed as follows.
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- Fourier series calculation and construction of the impedance spectrum: This analysis represents the gold standard for arterial impedance description, and it has been extensively described elsewhere[37, 38]. In brief,
the magnitude of oscillatory components of pressure at each multiple of the
fundamental frequency (harmonic) was divided by the flow magnitude at the
same harmonic obtaining the corresponding impedance modulus (Figure 1).
Harmonics with amplitudes less than 1% of the measured flow and pressure
amplitudes were considered noise and removed from the analysis. The following information was extracted from the impedance spectrum:
Z0: impedance magnitude at zero frequency, which represents the resistive
component. Pulmonary wedge pressure (PwP) was subtracted from the magnitude of pressure, since in the pulmonary circulation the terminal ending pressure is important in relation to the mean PA pressure[37]. In this way, Z0 represents the PVR.
Z1: impedance magnitude of the 1st harmonic, which is inversely related
to total vascular compliance.
Zc: Characteristic impedance, which represents in the vessel, the combined
effects of inertance and compliance that oppose flow acceleration. It was calculated as the average of impedance magnitude of the harmonics 4th to 10th.
Z1st min: first impedance minimum, which is related to distance to the location of the reflection site. The higher the Z1st min the closer the reflection site.
Γ: Reflection Coefficient, which represents a global index of wave-reflection in the vascular system calculated as (Z0-Zc)/(Z0+Zc).
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Figure 1. Impedance spectrum example. The Z0 or resistive component, Z1 inversely related with compliance and Zc or characteristic impedance are shown.

- Forward (Pfw) and backward (Pbw) waves: The measured PA pressure
waveform (Pmeas) was divided into a forward wave (Pfw), which was caused
by the transmission of the pressure generated by the heart beat travelling from
the heart to the periphery; and a backward wave (Pbw), that was generated by
the collision of the Pfw with the reflection sites in the periphery and traveled
from the periphery to the heart. Pmeas equals the algebraic sum of Pfw and
Pbw, and therefore, the higher the Pbw the higher the increase in pressure not
related to flow generation by the heart but to an increase in afterload. Pfw and
Pbw were calculated as[39]:
Pfw(t) = (Pmeas(t) + Zc.Qmeas(t))/2
and
Pbw(t) = (Pmeas(t) – Zc.Qmeas(t))/2
where Qmeas is the measure flow.
Forward flow component can be also obtained as:
Qfw(t) = Pfw(t)/Zc
and was used to obtain the forward power (see below).
The evaluation of Pfw and Pbw and its relationship with the Pmeas can be
evaluated measuring:
Pfw amp: Pfw amplitude
20

Pbw amp: Pbw amplitude
where amplitude is calculated as the difference between the respective
value at wave peak and foot.
RM: Reflection Magnitude which is equal to Pbw amp/Pfw amp
RI: Reflection Index which is equal to Pbw amp/(Pbw amp + Pf amp)
As not only the magnitude of reflections is important but also the time at
which these arrive, the time from the PA foot to the Pbw foot (Pbtf) and to the
Pbw peak (Pbtp) was estimated. The earlier the arrival, the larger the effect of
the Pbw.
A graphic representation of Pfw and Pbw analysis is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Waveform analysis of pulmonary artery pressure. Measured Pressure
(Pmeas) can be separated into a forward (Pfw) component and backward (Pbw) component. Pfw represents the pressure wave generated by the heart that travels to the
periphery. Pbw represents the reflected wave traveling back from the periphery to the
heart. The relative influence of these components can be evaluated by measuring their
amplitudes (Pfw amp and Pbw amplitude). Also, the arrival time of the Pbw and its
influence relative to the cardiac cycle period can be evaluated by the time to Pbw foot
(t Pbw foot) and the time to Pbw peak (t Pbw peak).

- Total arterial compliance: calculated by the pulse pressure method[40]
(CPPM), which has been reported as a consistent method for estimation of pulmonary arterial compliance in pigs under normal and pathologic conditions[41]. This method consists in finding the compliance value that yields the
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best agreement between the two-element (resistance and compliance) windkessel model and the measured pulse pressure (PP) values through an iterative
process. For this, total resistance (obtained from pulmonary artery pressure
and flow signals), the pulmonary arterial flow signal and an initial value of
compliance are applied to obtain the model predicted pressure solving the governing equation of the two-element windkessel model:
Q (t) = Cd/dt.P(t) + P(t)/RT
where Q, C, P and RT are flow, compliance, pressure and total resistance, respectively. The PP predicted in the windkessel model is obtained from the
model-predicted pressure. As the PP predicted by the two-element windkessel
model has been shown to match the measured PP very well, an iterative algorithm is implemented to vary compliance until finding the best agreement between the measured and the windkessel-predicted PP.
Compliance was also evaluated by the ratio between SV and PP (paper I
and II and IV), which is a clinically applicable method [42].
- Pulmonary effective arterial elastance (Eaeff): which has been described as a global measure of the arterial load accounting for the pulsatile
nature of the circulation[43], calculated as[44]:
Eaeff = RT/[ts + τ(1- e-td/τ)]
where ts and td are the systolic and diastolic periods, τ is the diastolic time
constant and RT is the total resistance. The diastolic time constant was obtained as the product of the CPPM by RT.
Effective arterial elastance was also evaluated applying a simpler and validated method by dividing the pulmonary vascular pressure gradient (mean
minus wedge pressure) by the SV (paper I and II).
- Right Ventricle Power: power delivered by the RV into the PA estimated
as:
- Total power (Powertot) over the heart beat which was calculated from the
continuous PA pressure and flow as:
Powertot = (1/T)·∫P(t)·Q(t) dt.
where T is the heart period.
- Mean power (Powermean), calculated as the product of mean pressure and
mean flow.
- Oscillatory power, calculated as the difference between total hydraulic
power and mean power[45].
- Pulmonary vascular efficiency: In addition, we evaluated variables related to the ability of pulmonary vessels to transmit the flow and pressure generated by the RV without increasing its load and wasting energy. These variables include:
A. Systolic Pbw area (Pbwsys): related to the increase in PA pressure due to
arterial wave reflections. Pbwsys was calculated as the area under the Pbw from
22

the Pbw start to the end of systole. It was expressed as a percent of the total
systolic area under the Pmeas. An example of Pbwsys calculation is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Area under pressure backward in systole (Pbwsys) was calculated from Pbw
foot or start (Pbwo) until the end of systole (Systend) (red diagonal shaded area) and
normalized to the total measured systolic area (blue-shaded area).

B. Oscillatory power percent (Powerosc%): percent of the total hydraulic
power due to oscillations. It is a measure of the dissipated energy due to pulsatile phenomena[46].
C. Energy transmission ratio (ETR): the ratio between total hydraulic
power in the measured wave and hydraulic power in the forward wave[47]. It
assesses the effect of wave reflection on reducing the hydraulic power output.
From a theoretical point of view forward waves are created by the heart and
travelling in the arterial system[48, 49]. Thus, power calculated in forward
waves corresponds to the power generated by the heart. In this way, if the
power in the measured wave is reduced by the effect of the reflected backward
wave, ETR represents the wasted RV power due to arterial reflections.
For paper IV a new method to analyse PVM beat by beat and describe how
the PVM variables are affected during the tidal breathing was developed. As
this method is under the patent processing I abstain from describing details
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about its implementation. Nevertheless, this new method allows estimation of
PVM during each phase of the entire respiratory cycle and representative values are given accordingly; the measured PVM variable value of the total (corresponding to the entire respiratory cycle), expiratory and inspiratory phases.
In this paper we calculated de first maximum of the first pulmonary artery
pressure derivative (dP/dtmax) as an estimate of the ventricular contractility[50]. Also reflection phenomena was assessed by means of the augmentation index (AI)[51, 52] and the time to the inflection point in the ascending of
the pressure waveform as these measurements are easier to implement beat by
beat than the indexes measured above. AI was calculated as the augmented
pressure divided by PP. Augmented pressure is the systolic pressure minus the
pressure at the shoulder in the ascending limb of pressure waveform (inflection point). The inflection point was calculated as the second zero crossing
(negative to positive) of the pressure second derivative. The higher the AI and
the shorter the inflection point time, the bigger is the reflected wave effect and
the worse its effect on PVM. Finally in paper IV, for calculation of resistance
and Eaeff the mean PA pressure was used instead of the pulmonary vascular
pressure gradient as the terminal ending pressure was not measured beat by
beat during the analysis time period.

Other physiological measurements
Respiratory mechanics and dead space were measured using a NICO monitor
(Philips, Wallingford, CT, USA) as previously described[53, 54]. Arterial and
mixed venous gas variables were measured at each step and venous admixture
estimated using the Berggren equation[55]. Central hemodynamic and oxygen
transport related variables were measured by standard methods. Cardiac index
(CI) was measured as the mean value of 2-minutes acquisition with the continuous ultrasonic flow probe. In paper IV, stress index was calculated[56] to
describe how respiratory mechanics behaves during the tidal breathing. Stress
index is based on the analysis of the airway pressure waveform during the
constant flow in VCV and is able to detect if overdistension or collapse are
predominating factors during inspiration.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as means (standard deviations) unless otherwise specified.
Normality was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. A paired t-test (or Wilcoxon's test for non-normally distributed data) was used for comparing pairs
of related measurements. Student's t-test (or Wilcoxon rank sum test for nonnormally distributed variables) was used to test differences between non24

paired studied groups. One-way repeated measurements ANOVA (or Friedman test for non-normally distributed variables) was used for comparing
measurements between multiple related groups. Paired comparisons with
Bonferroni correction were performed for variables with significant differences in the repeated measurement analysis. Significance was considered at p
< 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 15.0 (IBM corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA) and Stata v15 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).
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Results

Paper I
Nine animals were included in the final analysis because one was excluded
due to severe hemodynamic instability during the induction of ARDS that persisted beyond that period. There were no differences in the amount of fluids
or vasoactive drugs administered between the three studied PEEP levels.
Gas exchange and respiratory mechanics variables are presented in Table
1. The induction of ARDS significantly deteriorated respiratory mechanics
and gas exchange. The highest Cdyn was seen with OLA, resulting in the lowest driving pressure and lowest PaCO2. Shunt and PaO2 values were similar
with OLA and HI. In COL the highest PaCO2, highest shunt, lowest PaO2 and
the lowest physiological dead space were seen (Figure 5).
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Table 1. Pulmonary Function and Gas Exchange Variables during the Evaluated Experimental Conditions

Conventional hemodynamic and DO2 variables are shown in Table 2. After
ARDS was established, mixed venous oxygen saturation decreased without
major changes in systemic hemodynamics or DO2. CI during COL was higher
than during HI.
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Table 2. Systemic Hemodynamic and Oxygen Transport Variables during the Evaluated Experimental Conditions.

Pulmonary vascular mechanics variables are presented in Table 3. The induction of ARDS resulted in an increase in Z0, Zc, Z1, Z1st min, and a decrease in
total arterial compliance when compared with baseline values (Figure 4a). All
these variables remained similar in the three studied PEEPs, except that Z0
was lowest with OLA. The reflection coefficient did not change after establishing ARDS, but reached its lowest value with OLA (Figure 4b). Analysis
of Pfw and Pbw showed a shorter time to Pbw foot and Pbw peak after establishing ARDS, without any differences in the reflection magnitude. No differences in the arrival time were found between the different conditions, although
reflection magnitude was lower with OLA than with COL. Eaeff increased
after ARDS and was lowest with OLA and highest with COL (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Impedance spectrum and reflection coefficient (Γ) in the studied situations.
A, Impedance spectrum. Left: baseline versus acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS). An increase in Z0 and Z1 and a shift of the first minimum of impedance to
the right are observed after inducing ARDS. No changes at high frequencies were
observed. Right: studied positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) conditions, hyperinflation (HI), open lung approach (OLA), collapse (COL). Only changes in Z0 are
observed in the impedance spectrum when comparing these conditions. Error bars
represent SE of the mean. B, Reflection coefficient in the studied situations comparing
baseline versus ARDS and the three PEEP conditions HI, OLA and COL. The reflection coefficient was calculated as Γ = (Z0 – Zc)/(Z0 + Zc). Z0 and Zc were derived
from the impedance spectrum as explained in the text. Error bars represent SE of the
mean.
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Table 3. Pulmonary Vascular Function Variables during the Evaluated Experimental
Conditions.
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Figure 5. Major lung function and hemodynamic results of the study are represented
by a box and whiskers plot of VDBohr/VT, shunt cardiac index (CI), and effective
arterial elastance (Eaeff) in the three studied mechanical ventilation conditions, hyperinflation (HI), open lung approach (OLA) and collapse (COL). The best lung function in terms of gas exchange can be seen with OLA. Finally, a global index of arterial
load, Eaeff, was lowest with OLA. c p < 0.05 HI vs OLA; d p < 0.05 OLA vs COL;
and e p < 0.05 COL vs HI.
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Paper II
There were no differences between the two groups regarding the amount of
fluids or vasoactive drugs administered during the 4 hours of study; however,
animals in the OLA group received fluid expansion (about 25 ml/kg normal
saline) before recruitment maneuver. After an apparent good tolerance to recruitment maneuver and subsequent ventilation, one animal in the OLA group
developed sudden hemodynamic instability and died before the first hour of
the study had elapsed.
PEEP values are shown in Figure 6. No major modifications in PEEP were
made after the first hour in either group. PEEP was on average 6 cmH2O
higher in OLA than in ARDSnet (Table 4).

Figure 6. Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) managing across the study. A,
PEEP set during the first hour of experiment (after randomization to the first hour
evaluation) in a representative case from each study arm. In the open lung approach
(OLA) group, PEEP was set after a recruitment maneuver (RM) and decremental
PEEP trial (PT) then a second recruitment maneuver was performed and PEEP was
set 2 cmH2O above the point of maximum respiratory system dynamic compliance. In
the conventional group (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network [ARDSnet]),
PEEP was set according to the PEEP/FIO2 table. Note that in the ARDSnet group,
higher PEEP values were reached during the first minutes, but then PEEP could be
decreased in accordance with arterial oxygen saturation, perhaps due to the high recruitability of this model. In the OLA group, stability was maintained at higher PEEP
levels, corresponding to better lung mechanics and oxygenation (see text). B, PEEP
values during the 4-h study duration in ARDSnet (circles) and OLA (squares). Note
that almost no change in the applied PEEP was observed after the first hour.
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Table 4. Pulmonary Mechanics, Gas Exchange, and Conventional Hemodynamic Variables

Pulmonary vascular mechanics variables are shown in Table 5. The induction
of ARDS resulted in an increase in Eaeff, PVR, Z1, and a decrease in total
arterial compliance and Pbw arrival times when compared with baseline values. At 4 h, SV was lower with OLA when compared with ARDSnet without
any other differences in PVM. Impedance spectrum graphs of OLA and
ARDSnet at 4 h presented a similar pattern.
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Table 5. Pulmonary Vascular Mechanics Variables

Figure 7 summarizes the comparative behavior of representative lung function
and hemodynamic variables in the two groups, ARDSnet and OLA, at 4 h.
The OLA strategy improved lung mechanics and oxygenation but not Eaeff.
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Figure 7. Representative results at the end of the study (4 h) in both study groups. A
better oxygenation and better respiratory dynamic compliance (Cdyn) was not followed by an improvement in effective arterial elastance (Eaeff). An important decrease in cardiac index (CI) was observed in open lung approach (OLA) PEEP.
ARDSnet = Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network.

Figure 8 presents the changes in the ARDSnet and OLA groups at 4 h, summarizing PVM findings. SV decreased in the OLA group, whereas no changes
in steady or pulsatile PVM components were observed in either group.
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Figure 8. Pulmonary hemodynamics changes due to the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (evaluation after model creation) at the end of the study. Percent
change is shown to maintain the same x-axis. No statistical analysis was performed
on percent values; significance of the change of each variable is shown in Tables 4
and 5. The open lung approach (OLA) group showed a decrease in stroke volume
(SV). No changes in PVM were observed, either in its steady component, pulmonary
vascular resistance (PVR), or in its pulsatile component, arterial compliance (Cart),
and wave reflections phenomena, reflection index (RI). ARDSnet = ARDS Network.

Gas exchange, respiratory mechanics and ordinary hemodynamics are shown
in Table 4. ARDS resulted in a deterioration of respiratory mechanics and gas
exchange when compared with Baseline values. At 4 h, OLA animals presented lower venous admixture, PaEtCO2 and DP, and higher Cdyn, mean airway pressure and PaO2 than the ARDSnet animals. CI was approximately 40%
lower with OLA at 4 h than with ARDSnet.
Most of evaluated variables remained stable after the first hour.

Paper III
In this study, we analyzed 10 animals included in two previous reports[57, 58]
(Papers I and II). Out of 22 animals, we selected those who were managed
with the same level of PEEP during baseline and ARDS conditions and did
not receive any vasoactive drugs at the time of measurement.
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Respiratory variables are presented in Table 6. As expected, ARDS resulted
in significant worsening of respiratory mechanics and gas exchange.
Variable

Baseline

ARDS

p

VT (ml/kg)
RR (bpm)
PEEP (cmH2O)
PPlat (cmH2O)
MAwP (cmH2O)
DP (cmH2O)
Cdyn (ml/cmH2O)
PaO2 (mmHg)
PaCO2 (mmHg)
SaO2 (%)
pH
Shunt

6.9(1.3)
31 (3)
8.0 (0.2)
14.5 (1.1)
10.6 (0.5)
6.5 (1.0)
34.2 (6.4)
532 (40)
45 (6)
98.5 (0.8)
7.38 (0.07)
0.10 (0.04)

6.8 (1.4)
34 (2)
8 .1 (0.2)
26.5 (2.9)
13.8 (0.9)
18.4 (2.9)
11.9 (1.8)
171 (97)
64 (13)
93.3 (5.7)
7.25 (0.06)
0.29 (0.11)

0.160
0.008
0.318
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.005
<0.001
0.005
0.005
<0.001
<0.001

Table 6. Respiratory variables. VT tidal volume, RR respiratory rate, SaO2 arterial
hemoglobin O2 saturation, PEEP positive end expiratory pressure, PPlat plateau pressure, MAwP mean airway pressure, DP driving pressure (DP = PPlat-PEEP), Cdyn
respiratory system dynamic compliance.

Figure 9 illustrates an example of the effect of backward waves on pulmonary
vascular efficiency during baseline and ARDS. At baseline, measured and forward waves were of similar magnitude; however, during ARDS the measured
pressure wave was larger, while flow and power waves were smaller than the
corresponding forward waves.
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Figure 9. An example of the observed changes in pressure, flow and power waveforms
morphology before (left) and after ARDS (right). Specifically, changes in the measured forward and backward waveforms are shown. Forward flow wave can be obtained as Pfw(t)/Zc, where Pfw is the forward pressure wave (see text) and Zc is the
characteristic impedance. Then Power in the forward wave can be obtained from the
forward flow and pressure waveforms. In the graphs, waveforms were equalized to
their diastolic value for illustrative purposes (to highlight the systolic backward wave
effect). The systolic effect of the backward wave (i.e. reflections effect) during systole
corresponds to the shaded area. This backward wave increases pressure, reduces flow
and decreases the transmitted power when the measured wave is compared with the
forward wave. The forward waveform represents the result of the interaction between
blood flow and the arterial system properties in absence of reflections. From the formula used to calculate backward wave (see text), it is expected that the difference in
systole between the measured and forward pressure wave area is equal to the systolic
backward wave area.
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PVM, RV power and pulmonary vascular efficiency variables are given in
Table 7. ARDS impaired steady (pulmonary artery resistance and mean pressure) and pulsatile hemodynamics (pulmonary artery compliance, PP and Z1),
as well as global arterial load (Eaeff). In addition, even though the reflection
index remained unchanged, the pulmonary artery pressure reflection wave arrived earlier during systole, increasing right ventricle afterload.
Variable

Pulmonary Vascular Mechanics
SV(ml)
Period (s)
Mean Flow (l/min)
Mean P (mmHg)
PP (mmHg)
RT (dyn.s.cm-5)
PVR (dyn.s.cm-5)
Cppm (ml/mmHg)
SV/PP (ml/mmHg)
Zc (dyn.s.cm-5)
Z1 (dyn.s.cm-5)
Eaeff (mmHg/ml)
Pbtf
Pbtp
RI
Right Ventricle
Power
Powertot (mW)
Powermean (mW)
Powerfw (mW)
Pulmonary Vascular Efficiency
Powerosc%
ETR (%)
Pbwsyst (%)

Baseline

ARDS

p

39 (8)
0.71 (0.21)
3.41 (0.79)
21 (5)
11 (4)
522 (140)
199 (62)
2.33 (0.86)
4.00 (1.3)
153 (76)
70 (35)
0.65 (0.26)
0.17 (0.07)
0.53 (0.11)
0.37 (0.08)

33 (7)
0.62 (0.13)
3.29 (0.94)
31 (5)
19 (4)
787 (204)
524 (154)
1.00 (0.25)
1.76 (0.44)
155 (62)
128 (46)
1.13 (0.36)
0.12 (0.04)
0.44 (0.11)
0.37 (0.07)

<0.001
0.055
0.674
<0.001
<0.001
0.003
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.833
<0.001
<0.001
0.007
<0.001
0.982

195 (60)
164 (61)
293 (72)

266 (87)
227 (85)
509 (222)

0.015
0.021
0.007

17 (6)
68 (15)
17 (11)

16 (6)
55 (14)
26 (9)

0.359
0.014
0.001
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Table 7. Pulmonary Vascular Mechanics, Right Ventricle Work and Pulmonary Vascular efficiency variables. SV stroke volume, Mean P pulmonary artery mean pressure, PP pulmonary artery pulse pressure, RT total resistance, PVR pulmonary vascular resistance, CPPM compliance estimated by pulse pressure method, Zc characteristic
impedance, Z1 1st harmonic impedance, Eaeff Effective arterial elastance, Pbtf time
to Pbw foot (normalized to cardiac period), Pbtp time to Pbw peak (normalized to
cardiac period), RI reflection index, Powertot total hydraulic power in the measured
wave, Powermean mean hydraulic power in the measured wave, Powerfw total hydraulic
power in the forward wave, Powerosc% percent of the oscillatory power in the measured
wave, ETR, energy transmission ratio, Pbwsyst area of the pressure backward wave in
systole expressed as a percent of the measured pressure waveform systolic area.

Induction of ARDS also increased total hydraulic power without affecting the
energy dissipated by oscillations; however, ETR decreased and Pbwsys was
augmented (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Effects of ARDS on Power and pulmonary vascular efficiency. Total
power, Oscillatory power (expressed as a percent of the total power), Energy Transmission Ratio (ETR) and the area of backward pressure wave in systole (Pbwsyst, expressed as a percent of the measured systolic area) before and after ARDS. Early
ARDS increased total power without increasing its oscillatory fraction, reduced the
ETR, and increased Pbwsyst.

Paper IV
From previous reported studies[57, 58] (Papers I and II), data from six animals
were re-analyzed in this study as these animals were managed with the same
PEEP levels at both baseline and after establishment of ARDS, did not receive
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any vasoactive drugs at the time of measurements, and had simultaneous recordings of the respiratory and PA signals. In this way, we attempted to avoid
confusing factors in our goal to focus on the effects of ARDS cyclic tidal
breathing effects on PVM.
The heart to respiratory rate ratio during the studied time period was 2.9 ±
0.6 at baseline and 3.0 ± 0.5 in ARDS (p = 0.819).
Respiratory variables are presented in Table 8. As expected, ARDS resulted
in significant worsening of respiratory mechanics and gas exchange. Furthermore, ARDS increased stress index to values above 1.1, indicating cyclic pulmonary overdistension.
Variable

Baseline

ARDS

P

VT (ml/kg)
RR (bpm)
PEEP (cmH2O)
PPlat cmH2O)
MAwP (cmH2O)
DP (cmH2O)
Cdyn (ml/cmH2O)
SI
PaO2 (mmHg)
PaCO2 (mmHg)
SaO2 (%)
pH
Shunt

7.4 (1.4)
31 (2)
8.1 (0.1)
14.5 (1.4)
10.8 (0.6)
6.4 (1.3)
36.7 (7.4)
1.00 (0.07)
532 (49)
44 (8)
98.6 (0.8)
7.41 (0.07)
0.10 (0.05)

7.3 (1.6)
35 (3)
8.2 (0.2)
26.4 (3.0)
13.9 (1.0)
18.2 (2.9)
12.6 (1.8)
1.12 (0.08)
171 (113)
65 (15)
92.1 (5.7)
7.25 (0.08)
0.30 (0.14)

0.361
0.026
0.272
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.022
0.001
0.028
0.060
0.001
0.008

Table 8. Respiratory variables at baseline and during the acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) stage. Vt tidal volume, RR respiratory rate, SaO2 arterial hemoglobin O2 saturation, PEEP positive end expiratory pressure, PPlat plateau pressure,
MAwP mean airway pressure, DP driving pressure (DP = PPlat-PEEP), Cdyn respiratory system dynamic compliance, SI stress index.

The total, expiratory and inspiratory values representing how the evaluated
PVM and ventricular function variables behaved at the different respiratory
stages are shown in Table 9. Establishment of ARDS decreased SV and arterial compliance, while it increased mean and pulse PA pressure, Eaeff and
dP/dtmax (corrected or not by SV) during the entire respiratory cycle (total).
Similar results were found during the expiratory phase.
Variable

Stroke Volume
(ml)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
PA mean Pressure
(mmHg)
Expiratory
Inspiratory

a

Baseline

ARDS

p

38 (3)
-3 (1)b
35 (3)

33 (6)
-3 (1)b
30 (6)

0.046
0.990
0.046

19.5 (2.0)
-0.5 (0.3)b

27.3 (4.3)
-0.7 (0.3)b

0.004
0.004
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Total
PA Pulse Pressure
(mmHg)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Cardiac Period (s)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Compliance
(ml/cmH2O)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Resistance
(dyn.s/cm-5)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Augmentation Index
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Inflection point
time (time normalized to cardiac period)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
Effective arterial
elastance
(mmHg/ml)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
dP/dtmax
(mmHg/s)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
dP/dtmax/SV
(mmHg/s/ml)
Expiratory
Inspiratory
Total
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19.1 (2.1)

26.7 (4.2)

0.004

11.9 (4.1)
-0.8 (0.4)b
11.1 (3.8)

19.4 (3.6)
-1.5 (0.7)b
17.9 (3.0)

0.007
0.028
0.008

0.69 (0.16)
0.00 (0.00)
0.69 (0.16)

0.59 (0.10)
0.01 (0.02)
0.60 (0.10)

0.156
0.600
0.141

3.59 (1.34)
-0.07 (0.04)b
3.52 (1.32)

1.77 (0.49)
-0.04 (0.00)b
1.72 (0.49)

0.010
0.169
0.010

483 (120)
34 (13)b
517 (130)

682 (198)
50 (12)b
732 (222)

0.069
0.306
0.074

0.06 (0.31)
-0.02 (0.04)
0.04 (0.29)

0.35 (0.13)
-0.01 (0.07)
0.34 (0.18)

0.103
0.345
0.106

0.22 (0.1)
0.01 (0.01)
0.23 (0.09)

0.15 (0.04)
0.01 (0.02)
0.16 (0.05)

0.149
0.643
0.159

0.51 (0.07)
0.04 (0.01)b
0.55 (0.08)

0.84 (0.19)
0.08 (0.04)b
0.92 (0.22)

0.003
0.041
0.003

170 (83)
-15 (9)b
154 (75)

283 (63)
-27 (28)
256 (66)

0.031
0.371
0.04

4.51 (2.49)
0.00 (0.12)
4.51 (2.55)

8.55 (1.51)
0.05 (0.84)
8.60 (1.85)

0.002
0.893
0.002

Table 9. Representative values of the pulmonary vascular mechanics variables during
the evaluated respiratory stages at baseline and during ARDS. PA: Pulmonary artery.
ARDS: acute respiratory distress syndrome. dP/dtmax: First maximum of the pulmonary artery first derivative. a p for the comparison between baseline and ARDS values
at the corresponding respiratory stage. b p < 0.05 comparing the difference between
the total and the expiratory stage or testing whether the inspiratory value is not equal
to zero. (All the significant values were actually less or equal to 0.010).

The effect of tidal breathing (represented by the inspiratory value) resulted in
a decrease in SV, mean and pulse PA pressure, and pulmonary arterial compliance at both baseline and during ARDS, and in an increase in PA resistance
and Eaeff. The inspiratory decrease in mean PA, pulse pressure and the increase in Eaeff were larger during ARDS than at baseline (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Stroke Volume, SV (Up) and Effective arterial elastance, Eaeff (down)
during whole respiration (total), inspiration and expiration. Note that for stroke volume, inspiration provoked a decrease in the total area, but on the other hand, Eaeff
increased during inspiration. For significance levels, please see Table 2.

No differences could be demonstrated for wave reflection phenomena, although during ARDS a trend to a larger magnitude (AI) and a faster arrival
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(Inflection point time) of the reflected wave was observed when these variables were evaluated during the entire respiratory cycle and at expiration. Inspiration did not change the duration of pressure cycles.
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Discussion

In my PhD project, I found that ARDS significantly deteriorated PVM and the
function of the RV and that these negative effects were markedly influenced
by different ventilatory strategies. A ventilator setting that prevents lung collapse and maintain alveolar integrity, the “open lung approach” provided the
best conditions for PVM and the RV.
In the following, I discuss the results of this project according to each of
the papers (I–IV):
Paper I
In the study reported in paper I, I described three different PEEP levels that
modified PVM to 1) lung mechanical and functional optimization (OLA), 2)
lung collapse and 3) hyperinflation of lung regions. PVM was best preserved
with a PEEP consistent with OLA compared with the lower or higher PEEP
levels (i.e., PEEP that promoted collapsed or overdistended lung regions, respectively). Moreover, OLA resulted in the highest compliance of the respiratory system, the lowest driving pressure and the lowest PaCO2.
I demonstrated that pulmonary pulsatile hemodynamics could actively be
modified during ARDS by adjustment of MV settings. ARDS per se caused
unfavorable PVM: increased PVR, decreased PA compliance and shortened
the arrival time of reflected waves, all known to negatively affect RV performance[46]. Theoretically in ARDS, lung homogenization by OLA would improve PVM. Indeed, in this study, despite the use of higher PEEP levels and
plateau pressures (that could compress alveolar vessels), OLA resulted in
lower PVR and decreased magnitudes of the reflected waves. These effects
are explained by reduction of lung collapse and redistribution of ventilation to
the dependent lung as indicated by lower shunt fraction and improved dynamic compliance. However, unexpectedly, neither vascular compliance nor
the arrival time of the reflected wave was modified. Early arrival of reflected
waves, such as is seen in ARDS or when the lung is collapsed, directly interferes with the ejection phase of the RV by increasing RV afterload.
The effects of different PEEP levels on pulmonary circulation in ARDS
have been previously described[59]. Schmitt et al. found that setting PEEP 2
cmH2O above the pressure at the lower inflection point on an inspiratory pressure-volume curve or at the pressure at the maximal compliance during an
incremental PEEP trial without lung recruitment resulted in worse PVM than
zero PEEP. The reason why these results are in contrast to my findings may
be because PEEP per se does not recruit collapsed lung regions. In a non- or
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partially recruited lung, a higher PEEP may only induce hyperinflation of the
ventilated regions and compress alveolar capillaries. In agreement with this
reasoning, Carvalho et al.[60] did not find any impairment in pulmonary hemodynamics when high PEEP levels were used as part of OLA in ARDS patients, despite generating a higher PaCO2 (that in itself would increase PVR).
The importance of protecting the RV has been pointed out in recent studies
[14, 15]. The authors of these studies proposed a RV protective strategy based
on low PEEP, low tidal volumes and low plateau pressures. Furthermore they
emphasized the benefits of the prone positioning[61] as a means to find the
optimal balance between lung collapse and overdistension[15]. My findings
are in line with these proposals but suggest, in addition, that restoring the size
of the functional lung by OLA may augment both pulmonary and RV protection. Hence, in contrast to the studies of RV protective strategies discussed
above, I found that the higher PEEP used during OLA did not negatively affect
PVM. I believe this is related to the fact that PEEP was titrated according to
the highest dynamic compliance. Thus, lung collapse was avoided. Indeed,
this also allowed ventilation at the lowest driving pressure for the set tidal
volumes. Interestingly, driving pressure has been recently identified not only
as the principal independent risk factor for developing acute RV failure[14,
62], but also as the most important independent variable predicting outcome
in ARDS patients[12]. Although PEEP itself does not seem to influence outcome in ARDS, except possibly in the most severe cases,[63, 64] my results
offer an alternative mechanistic explanation that supports the rationale for individualized PEEP adjustments.
However, in this study we used an experimental ARDS model with all its
inherent limitations. My results reflect mainly an early acute condition. Since
time is a highly relevant factor in the pathophysiology of ARDS, my conclusions are limited to this early stage. I chose a highly recruitable lung model,
which allowed me to create three different states of the lungs, but at the expense of using markedly different PEEP levels. In more heterogeneously diseased lungs, these effects on PVM would probably have been seen at a lower
range of PEEP levels. Whether the same effects on PVM are seen in human
ARDS or in other ARDS models has to be examined in further studies. Animal
instrumentation was highly invasive, and thus, what I defined as baseline does
not truly correspond to a normal condition. I made my best effort to control
other potential factors affecting PVM. In this respect even though OLA resulted in lower PaCO2 values when compared with the collapsed state, the pH,
which is the factor that mediates HPV during hypercapnia, was similar in both
circumstances. I did not control for PaO2 as all the measurements were done
at FIO2 1. Although hypoxia was not present in any of the studied ventilatory
settings, I cannot exclude oxygen related differences on HPV. However, it is
important to note that PVM was worse during hyperinflation than during OLA
despite similar PaO2 values. Finally, stroke volume was higher during collapse
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than during OLA, which could also have influenced PVM. However, the effect observed in this study was the opposite of what could be expected based
on a possible capillary flow recruitment mechanism[65]. PVM was evaluated
during an expiratory pause. Although, I considered this the best representative
situation, it neglects the effects of inspiration. The cyclic increase in afterload
during inspiration can in certain conditions have important effects on RV
function[30]. Even though I performed an in-depth analysis of PVM and described changes that very likely affect RV performance and ventricular-vascular coupling, I did not directly measure RV function or ventricular-vascular
coupling. It is important to underline that the RV adaptation to a given increased vascular load, defined by the ventricular-vascular coupling, is probably clinically important [66].
Paper II
Based on the results of paper I, I wanted to test in study II whether OLA
improves PVM compared with a conventional lung-protective ventilation
strategy (ARDSnet). I found that PVM deteriorated early after induction of
ARDS. Both the steady and pulsatile components of PVM were affected. The
changes in PVM persisted but did not worsen after 4 hours of MV with
ARDSnet or OLA. As expected, the OLA group had better gas exchange and
lung mechanics, allowing a lower driving pressure setting. Despite the higher
PEEP levels used in OLA, PVM was not worse. However, CI was lower with
OLA than with the ARDSnet strategy.
Thus, in this study, I compared two lung-protective ventilation strategies:
the ARDSnet, which aims at limiting VT and accepts a reduced size of the
functional lung; and the OLA, which aims at increasing and maintaining the
size of the functional lung by lung recruitment and individual adjustment of
PEEP. This results in two substantially different states of the lungs: 1)
ARDSnet entails more heterogeneity in the distribution of ventilation due to
the persistence of collapse. The lower mean airway pressure resulting from
the lower levels of PEEP used may lessen the impact on RV preload, while
lung collapse may result in a higher driving pressures and an increased afterload due to increased PVR; and 2) OLA reduces lung heterogeneity by reducing the amount of atelectasis. The improvement in lung compliance results in
a lower driving pressures, but the higher PEEP level may affect RV preload
and cardiac output to a larger extent. However, considering the U-shaped relationship between PVR and the lung volume[29], the use of an “open lung
PEEP” maintains the lung closer to its optimal volume, where the vascular bed
is maximally recruited and the PVR reaches its minimum.
Despite their conceptual differences that lead to two very distinct states of
the lungs (collapsed vs. non-collapsed lung regions), ARDSnet and OLA had
a similar impact on PVM within the time frame of my experiment. The lower
CI in the OLA group should be considered when interpreting my results.
Based on the absence of differences in PVM, a plausible explanation for the
lower CI in OLA is a lower preload. This occurred despite the initial volume
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expansion applied prior to the recruitment maneuver. However, the volume
bolus was not enough to produce adequate preload during the rest of the experiment. Clinically, it is well known that preload should be adapted to the
PEEP level to minimize its effects on cardiac output. Nevertheless, the effect
of preload optimization allowing a comparison of both strategies at similar
levels of CI on PVM was not the aim of my study. In addition, it is important
to bear in mind that changes in blood flow affect vascular mechanics. In experimental[67] and clinical[68] studies, preload correction by fluid administration[67] or by passive leg raising [68] to counteract a PEEP-induced decrease in cardiac output resulted in a decrease in PVR. However, whether this
effect is different when OLA or an ARDSnet strategy is used is not known.
The higher PEEP in OLA and the resulting higher mean alveolar pressure
acting on a more compliant lung could increase the transmission of airway
pressures to the pleural space, amplifying the impact on RV preload. Thus, the
combination of a higher alveolar pressure with a lower transmural pressure in
OLA could in theory cause capillary closing[69], which would increase
PVR[70] and RV afterload,[30] leading to a reduction in RV output and efficiency. Whether a preload optimization by increasing cardiac output could reverse these potentially negative effects and improve PVM deserves further
evaluation. Thus, the net effect of fluid administration on RV and pulmonary
circulation is difficult to predict, and it would not necessarily reduce capillary
closing.
Although I was not able to find that either OLA or ARDSnet improved
PVM, this study has some clinical implications. I performed a complete PVM
evaluation in settings similar to a clinical scenario. In this regard, it is particularly important that, despite the higher PEEP levels applied in OLA, no signs
of worsened PVM were observed. These data are in line with previous investigations in ARDS patients in which no impairment in PVR was found when
high PEEP levels were used as part of an open lung strategy [60]. This is important since PVM represents one of the main components of right ventricularvascular coupling and is thus an important determinant of RV performance.
Some words of caution regarding my protocol are warranted. First, I decided
to administer a fluid bolus (25 ml/kg) in the OLA group before performing a
recruitment maneuver. Fluid overload has been related to worse outcomes in
ARDS patients. However, it is important to note that fluid administration is
not equivalent to fluid overload [36]. Nevertheless, in my view, any fluid administration should always be carefully assessed on an individual basis in
ARDS. Second, preload should always be adjusted to the airway pressures,
i.e., higher preload is needed when the airways pressure is high and vice versa.
An important limitation of this study is the small sample size. This is especially relevant, as I did not observe any differences between the studied
groups, which could due to a low statistical power. However, no clear trend in
improved PVM was observed during the 4 hours in either group. Also, a much
lower CI was observed in OLA, which could be the main factor explaining the
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lack of differences. How to balance the impact of OLA on RV function and
its possible mitigation by fluid resuscitation remain to be settled. I did not
include a control group with a PEEP similar to the one during OLA but without previous lung recruitment. Another major limitation is that PVM was evaluated during an expiratory pause. Although I considered that this is a representative situation for assessing PVM, it neglects the cyclic increase in lung
volume and pressure during inspiration on afterload that could affect pulmonary circulation and RV function[30]. Interestingly, driving pressures were
higher with the ARDSnet strategy, indicating a possibly larger impact on hemodynamics during the respiratory cycle with this strategy than with OLA.
Paper III
In this paper, I report the effects of early experimental ARDS on pulmonary
vascular efficiency, particularly the effects of the reflected pulse waves on RV
performance. Both steady and oscillatory disarrangements in PVM decreased
the efficiency of transmission of flow and pressure generated by the RV.
Steady and pulsatile arterial loads increased, forcing RV to increase its power
to eject a given stroke volume. However, about 15% of this power was wasted
and not transmitted, mainly due to an increase in arterial wave reflections in
the pulmonary vascular tree. To my knowledge this is the first time that these
effects on PVM in early ARDS are described.
I found an early deterioration not only of the mean pulmonary artery pressure and resistance, but also of variables related to oscillatory hemodynamics,
such as decreased arterial compliance and, particularly, prominent arterial
wave reflection. Several pathophysiological effects of ARDS could explain
these findings. Arterial compliance is mainly dependent on the properties of
the major proximal arteries,[71] and decreased compliance is in most circumstances caused by stiffening of these arteries. However, the low arterial compliance in this study was probably predominantly functional, as structural
changes at this level in the vascular tree in early ARDS have never been described. Thus, the lumen of the proximal arteries probably widen due to increased peripheral resistance, and widened arteries are tenser and therefore
have lower compliance. In addition, lung collapse could have shortened the
longitudinal axis of the major arteries[72], reducing the arrival time of the
reflected waves.
My results are in agreement with a recent clinical study in which ARDS
was associated with a reduced pulmonary artery compliance[73]. They are,
however, contrary to previously reported data in canine oleic acid-induced
ARDS, in which a decrease in Zc was interpreted as a compensatory mechanism allowing maintenance of RV performance despite an increased PVR[45].
Differences in both species and models could explain these discrepancies;
First, pigs have more muscularized arteries and a more powerful HPV reflex
than dogs [74]. Second, our model is, in contrast to the oleic acid model, characterized by minor alveolar edema and high degree of lung collapse. Thus, in
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the collapsed regions, the extra-alveolar capillaries may close, modifying vascular reflection.
My findings support the concept that early changes in vascular function in
ARDS have a significant impact on RV performance. Alterations in PVM (increase in resistance, decrease in arterial compliance and reduced arrival time
of the reflected waves) increase the arterial load. Under these unfavorable conditions, the RV works against a higher hydraulic load and is forced to generate
a higher power to maintain ventricular output. Interestingly, despite the negative effects of the pulsatile component of pulmonary hemodynamics, RV oscillatory energy expenditure, i.e., Powerosc%, did not increase after induction
of ARDS. However, this finding should be interpreted with caution. As mentioned before, ARDS increased the total power of the RV, and this indicates
higher myocardial energy expenditure. My interpretation of these findings is
that in early ARDS, the RV and the pulmonary vessels adapt to the higher load
and generate the required power without a disproportionate increase in oscillatory work. Since I studied only early stages of experimentally induced
ARDS, I can only speculate as to whether this inefficient RV condition has
long-term negative consequences. Due to the high right-left pulmonary shunt
in ARDS, arterial oxygenation is reduced. This could be compensated by an
increased cardiac output (that also increases energy expenditure of both RV
and left ventricle) to maintain peripheral oxygen delivery. In this context, the
ability to maintain a high RV energy expenditure over the long term could be
compromised, particularly since the high RV pressure reduces the RV perfusion pressure.
Two clinical messages can be derived from this study. First, I discovered a
mechanism that may contribute to the RV dysfunction, i.e., wasted RV power
due to shortened pulmonary arterial wave reflections. This could represent a
new potential therapeutic target. How this mechanism could be modified deserves further studies, but therapeutic options may involve pharmacology
agents or mechanical ventilation strategies aimed at reducing vascular reflection phenomena. Second, I consider that there is a need for a more thorough
pulmonary hemodynamic assessment and monitoring during early ARDS. In
this respect echocardiography, although promising and in continuous development, still does not allow evaluation of the complexity of pulmonary vascular function or early phases of RV dysfunction.
Although this study brings insights about mechanisms for pulmonary vascular and RV dysfunction in early ARDS, the long-term effects of the described disarrangements of PVM on RV were not evaluated. The evolution of
the proposed mechanisms across time and the factors related to RV tolerance
or adaptation deserve further studies. The pulmonary vascular effects were
evaluated during an expiratory pause. Although this can be considered representative, allowing comparison of the studied situations, it does not account
for changes during tidal breathing. This is particularly important, as changes
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in pulmonary vascular function can result from modifications in lung volumes
[29, 30].
Study IV
Finally, as most of the results in studies I, II and III were obtained during
expiratory pauses, in study IV I wanted to go deeper and describe how PVM
is affected throughout the entire cycle of tidal breathing. In particular, I wanted
to test whether ARDS worsens this possible effect. In this study, I was able to
describe how PVM variables behave during the entire ventilatory cycle. I
found that PVM is cyclically affected by mechanical ventilation in both
healthy lungs and in ARDS. The major finding in this study was that pulmonary arterial load was increased during inspiration in MV and that this effect
was more pronounced in ARDS.
Cyclic changes in lung volume and in pleural pressure during respiration
have classically been considered a problem when assessing PVM. Therefore,
measurements during the last portion of expiration have been recommended.
Although this can be representative of a particular situation, it does not account for the entire respiratory cycle. Such respiratory changes can be particularly important during MV with positive airway pressure and especially in
ARDS, where the pulmonary vascular and RV functions are already affected.
In this study, I demonstrated that ARDS modified PVM during the respiratory
cycle time scale. The observed changes in PVM could be explained by the
known physiologic effects caused by MV, particularly during inspiration, on
preload and afterload, i.e., a decrease in venous return, an increase in the size
of extra-alveolar capillaries and a decrease in the size of the alveolar capillaries[29]. My study design did not allow me to discriminate which of these factors was most important for these effects.
Different methods have been proposed for evaluating PVM during breathing. However, I could find only three reports on dynamic PVM changes in
ARDS. Two of these reports used methods that are based on a selection of
cardiac cycles according to the respiratory phase[75, 76]. PVM changes were
then assessed by frequency domain analysis or lumped parameters models using these selected cycle waves. Lieber et al.[77] described, on the other hand,
dynamic respiratory changes in PVM using data sets of heart beats reordered
according to their consecutive position during the respiratory cycle. Contrary
to my findings, they found an increase in PA compliance during inspiration.
However, it is important to recognize that they studied PVM under open chest
conditions, during which the hemodynamic pattern is different.
The results of this study may have clinical implications. First, they indicate
that high airway pressures, particularly high driving pressures, increase pulmonary vascular load and RV work at every breath. This may push the already
strained RV in ARDS to overt failure. High driving pressures are associated
with VILI and increased mortality in ARDS. Therefore, I speculated that the
effect of high driving pressure on PVM is a contributing factor to this dismal
outcome. Second, my study suggests that high-accuracy measurements of the
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effects of respiration on PVM provide the clinician with important information
regarding PVM that might influence therapeutic options. However, whether
such information will change the clinical outcome has to be studied.
In addition to the experimental design, one of the major limitations of this
study was the small sample size. These limitations precluded me from an indepth study of the factors that could have influenced my results: differences
in flow pressure relationships between inspiration and expiration; the independent effect of respiratory variables as tidal volume, driving pressure,
PEEP, inspiratory:expiratory time ratios; heart/respiratory frequency ratio, or
preload state. However, even with this small sample size, important changes
in relevant variables were described. This shows the robustness of the method
and also promotes further research in this field. For beat-by-beat PVM calculations, I relied on surrogate variables like SV/PP ratio for arterial compliance
and mean pressure/SV for Eaeff. Although these variables are not the gold
standard for PVM components, they have been demonstrated to reliably track
real changes. Furthermore, I did not account for the output pressure in the
calculation of the resistive component, which is relevant in the pulmonary circulation. However, output pressure has been shown to be related to changes
in diastolic pressure, which I did account for. The implemented method for
correction of the effects of airway pressure and respiration on the estimation
of measured variables relies on the precondition that most of the variability of
the analyzed signals depends on respiration. However, this precondition was
assured in my study by selecting appropriate respiratory periods for the measurements. Finally, the continuous calculation I used is sensitive to noise. Nevertheless, my most important finding (Eaeff change) is related to mean values
and area under the curve measurements that are less sensitive to noise.
In summary, the results of this project demonstrate different important
mechanisms behind RV and PVM dysfunction in experimental ARDS. Furthermore, I have investigated and found that ventilatory method “the open
lung approach” provided both pulmonary and cardiac protection in ARDS.
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Conclusions

Based on the described results in an experimental porcine model I conclude:
I
After induction of ARDS, the state of the lungs (collapsed,
“open”, hyper-inflated) mediated by different PEEP levels affects PVM. Setting PEEP according to an “open lung approach” results in improved PVM compared with settings resulting in collapse or hyperinflation.
II
The effects of the “open lung approach” using lung recruitment
maneuvers and high levels of PEEP on PVM and RV afterload
are similar to those of the current standard of care lung-protective ventilation in early experimental ARDS.
III
Early experimental ARDS is associated with reduced pulmonary vascular and RV efficiency, partly due to increased pulmonary wave reflection phenomena.
IV
PVM is differently affected during the MV respiratory cycle.
Inspiration, particularly at high driving pressures, increases pulmonary arterial load. This is more pronounced after induction
of ARDS.
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